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Sealant

No Cement or 
foam packing
in body of collar

Depth of 40mm

Cement/grout �ll

Foam 
backing
rod/other 
packing

150 or 
greater

FOR GAPS >15mm

SURE SNAP FIRE COLLARS
H65S 65mm H100S 100mm H110S 100mm H150S 150mm

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

  Position and fix Locator Plate to formwork. Clip Sure Snap Collar 
onto plate. Fix collar to formwork through the flange or break 
away tabs. Fit cap.

  Pour concrete. Sure Snap Collars are approved for use in concrete 
with a minimum thickness of 150mm.

  After the formwork has been removed, cut the top of the case off 
the Sure Snap Collar at the level of the concrete slab using a hacksaw 
or pipe saw. 

  Install the required pipe by sliding it through the collar. 
  For small gaps, the space between the pipe and collar casing can 

be simply sealed with a bead of sealant ( D  ). Gaps larger than 
15mm, filled with concrete/grout to a depth of only 40mm ( E  ).

  Inspect the collar to ensure no excess concrete remains around the 
fusible links and springs, and there is no foreign material in body of 
collar. Ensure that the bottom of the collar is completely exposed 
to the compartment below and the springs are entirely visible.

 IMPORTANT The intumescent sleeve must not be altered or tampered with.
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INSTALLATION OF SURE SNAP COLLARS  
ON STEEL FORMWORK 
When using Sure Snap Collars on steel formwork, it is important that the system is installed correctly 
so that the Sure Snap Collars will activate as designed in the event of fire.

In order for the Sure Snap Collars to perform as tested, it is necessary for the spring pockets (the 
recesses containing the springs) to be exposed to any heat generated by the fire so that the collar 
activates immediately. The spring pocket should not be covered by the steel formwork at the base of the 
slab under any circumstances.
N.B. Holes cut through the deck steel ridges should be approved by an engineer.

 PLASMA CUTTING TEMPLATE 
Steel cutting templates for plasma cutters 
are available on request from your distributor. 
Templates are available for the 100 and 150 
sizes of Sure Snap Collars.
Method:
1.  Secure template to steel formwork sheet. The 

template can also be used with a permanent 
marker to trace a shape to cut out.

2.  Using a plasma cutter, cut out shape.
3.  Secure Sure Snap Collars to the steel formwork  

with the spring pockets aligned with hole so 
that the springs are visible from underneath.

 FITTED METAL PLATE 
Square metal plates with a pre-cut hole for 
the collar are available on request from your 
distributor. CAD drawings are also available if 
you prefer to have your own made.
Method:
1.  Cut a square hole in the steel formwork 

sheet. The hole must be small enough to 
ensure that the plate can be screwed to the 
stell formwork, and large enough that the 
spring pockets are not covered by the sheet 
at all (see table below).

2.  Secure Sure Snap Collar to fitted metal plate.
3. Secure plate to the steel formwork sheet.

METHODS TO ENSURE CORRECT INSTALLATION

SURE SNAP FIRE COLLARS
H65S 65mm H100S 100mm H110S 100mm H150S 150mm

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

COLLAR SIZE MAX. HOLE 
WIDTH

MIN. HOLE 
WIDTH 

H65S 65 mm 170mm 150mm

H100S 100 mm 210mm 190mm

H150S 150 mm 280mm 260mm

Saw cut out, 
with collar fitted  
centrally over hole

Example of 
base plate for 
100mm collars
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